To the Pennsylvania Assembly -- You Are "Sovereign"

By Anna Von Reitz

Most of you received a long, long, long screed by a man named Edward Kennedy. In it, he complains about meetings that were too short and confusion about some things which he interpreted as incompetence, and well, most of you know him, and already know why you voted to give him a year's time-out to soak his head.

As part of his recent diatribe sent out indiscriminately to everyone and anyone who will listen to his nonsense, he claimed that The Pennsylvania Assembly isn't sovereign.

The Pennsylvania Assembly and its members are all sovereign, and the United States Supreme Court agrees with you.

In "You Know Something Is Wrong When.... An American Affidavit of Probable Cause" I gave you a full page full of court citations from the United States Supreme Court defining what sovereignty is, what it derives from, and why you have it.

One of Ed's favorite things is to claim that I have no proof, but I have proof and I have given you proof, too.

Use it. That's what it's there for. When some know-it-all Tory windbag tries to blow you off course or raise doubts in your mind or attacks your right and authority to do what you are doing --- show him the proof and show him the door.

When you stand in your proper birthright standing and declare and record and publish your birthright standing, you are sovereign. When you occupy your government and enter your States into Session, they are sovereign, because you are sovereign.

It's as simple as that, whether Ed Kennedy thinks so or not.
I suggest that you get hold of a copy of "You Know Something Is Wrong When.... An American Affidavit of Probable Cause" -- and read it. If you read it once, read it over again.

Savor the words of the Supreme Court Justices about sovereignty --- your sovereignty.

And if Edward Kennedy or someone like him thinks he is going to "redefine" you, and tell you who you are, and limit your authority in favor of his King or his Pope, either one, you won't have a moment's doubt about the solid ground you are standing on.
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